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The applicant's co-pending U.S applicat~on Ser NO 3,540,802 
OPTICAL MIRROR APPARATUS 712,100, filed concurrently herewith and entrtled ""Opliccil 
H~~~~~ F. A. '8$chunko, Milton, Mass., to the Mirror Support System" describes a unique rni,ror support 
united states of ~~~~i~~ as represented by the ~ d .  system which substantially reduces barn~fui Image distal- 
ministrator of the NaGonal AeaonauGcs and Space tion by exploiting the inherent and presliclahle symmetry 
Administration existing in light diffraction patterns. Accordlng to that rc- 
Filed Mar. 11, 1968, Ser. No. 712,099 vention, a multi-element mirror support system produces 
Intaa. Cl. G02b 5/08 a predetermined deformation pattern on the reflective mir- 
U.S. CI. 350-310 ror surface. By qualitatively matching t h i s  deformalron 
10 pattern with the expected light diffraction pattern. barrn- 
ful distortion is reduced and image quahly s~gnlficantl\i 
AIBSmAC'P' OF THE DISCLOS&TRE improved. However, the support structure descrrbed 1111-116: 
An optical mirror for reflecting light and including an above application is not suitable for all applications Fo- 
integral support cage formed by a plurality of cylindrical example, optical systems used in moving vehicles such ac 
supports which contact the rear surface of the mirror along 15 land craft, aircraft, rockets, etc. are subjected to relatively 
continuous paths concentric with the mirror's optical axis severe mechanical and thermal shock. For this ieason, the 
is disclosed. The support cage provides physical stability mirrors in such systems must possess a deglee of physicill 
and minimizes harmful image distortion by producing a stability not easily obtained with a plurality of basicnlry 
surface deformation pattern which qualitatively matches insular support elements. 
an expected light diffraction pattern of the created imags. 20 The object of this invention, therefore, is to provide 
highly stable optical mirror assembly which optimizes tbc 
image quality of light diffraction patterns. 
One feature of this invention is the prov~sion of an opt1- me invention described herein was by an em- ca1 mirror having a front plate with a reflective surface ployee of the United States and may be man- 25 and an opposing support surface mounted on a support 
ufactured and used by or for the Government for govern- cage including a spaced back plate and a plula~ity of con- purposes the payment of any nectinz annular suoaort elements. ']The support elementr 
" A A - -  thereon or therefor. engage the mirror's support surface along a pluralit-y of 
This invention relates generally to optical mirrors and spaced apart contact paths which form slrbstanlialiy con- 
more particularly relates to an optical mirror for ~roduc-  30 centric closed plane curves. The continuous contact paths 
ing reflected images of light diffraction patterns. produce on the reflective mirror surface syn-ametrical de- 
There exist many applications requiring the improve- formation patterns which resemble the light diffracticm. 
ments of the image elements in an optical system. In sYs- patterns produced by optical aperatures bavrng the form 
tems such as an optical plane mirror for deflecting a light of plane curves. 
beam; an optical imaging mirror system for receiving radi- 35 Another feature of this invention is the o: 
ation from a distant target to produce images of said an optical mirror of the above featured l y , ~ e  \Nhereln 
targets; an optical imaging system for transmitting radia- the support cage includes a pluralaty of rib member- 
tion to  a distant target, the receiver; all such optical sYs- connected between adjacent annular suppork elements 
tems have to direct light beams as precise as possible, and and spaced from the mirror's support surface. While have to avoid addition21 aberrations of the light beam. 40 desirably improving the stability of the support cage, the 
Such impairments are produced by deflections of the re- rib members do not affect the predetermined de. 
flecting mirror surfaces, which deflections in turn are formation patterns formed by the annLilar support ele- 
caused by imperfect support systems of the mirror. ments. 
The quality of these optical systems becomes obvious Another feature of this invention is the provisron e6 in the light distribution within the image of a point-like 45 an optical mirror of the above feature type the 
light source, within an image element. All images are annular support elements comprise Ihol lo~~ conccntrlc 
comp~sed of image elements. Those image elements repre- cylinders and the members complise hrol]ou~ cylip- 
sent patterns caused by diffraction effects, by the wave ders having side wall portions engaging adjacent wall 
nature of the light radiation. Imperfections and mirror surfaces of the cylindrical support elements. The use of 
deflections distort these patterns. This problem is particu- 50 hollow cylinders simplifies manufacture aria larly acute in the field of astronomical telescopes which assembly of the various interrelapa compoilerlts. 
utilize relatively thin, large diameter, reflection mirrors. Another feature of this invention is the provis~on o" 
With mirrors of this type, deflection of the reflective sur- , optical mirror of the above feamred type a 
face is produced by the mirror supports themselves there- plurality of mounting elements connected to the cage al. by introducing distortion into the reflected image. Although 55 discrete contact regions, the most a~jclcerat of 
various types of mirror support systems have been devel- which form a plurality of annularly uniform, non-inier- 
oped in an attempt to  alleviate this problem, no such SYs- secting and substantially concentric geometric curves. W~il l  
tem has been totally satisfactory and the problem of image this type of mounting arrangement, the stresses exelse0 distortion persists. upon the support cage by the mounting members rn- previous mirror support systems have included, for ex- '"reduce symmetrical distortion thereof and a. colrreswnd- 
ample, hexagonal and rectangular arrangements of s u p  ing deflection of the reflective mrrror surface. Thuq, Port points or support regions. One such arrangement of stresses produced on the mirror surface both by dir ecz 
support points is described in the book entitled, "Teles- contact with the annular support and by 
co~es"  edited by Gerard K u i ~ e r  et al.3 published by the posite distortion of the support cage itself are srrcb as to 
University of Chicago Press, 1960. A rectangular arrange- 65 form concentric deformaticpn patterns 'v,hicil 
merit of support points has been described in the book en- qualitatively match the similar lighf diff~aclior, patterns 
titled, " ~ m a t e u r  ~elescope Making," Book One edited by created by optical apertures having the form of closed 
A. 6. Ingalls, published by Scientific Incorporated, 1966. plane curves. 
However, these prior art support systems cause a hex- Another feature of this invention is the provision of 
agonal and rectangular deterioration, respectively, of the 70 an optical mirror of the above featured type wherein the 
diffraction image, degrading the imaging quality. most closely adjacent contact regions lie an cracles con- 
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centric with the optical axis of the reflective mirror sur- 
face. The circular, concentric mirror deformation pat- 
tern produced by this arrangement is specifically suited 
for use with optical systems utilizing circular optical aper- 
tures. 
Another feature of this invention is the provision of an 5 
optical mirror of the above featured type wherein the 
mounting elements project through apertures in the sup- 
port cage back plate and have cylindrical terminations 
attached to the inner surfaces of strategically located 
hollow cylindrical rib members. This arrangement pro- 
duces excellent mimor stabiIity with relatively simple 
and easily assembled components. 
These and other objects and features of the present in- 
vention will become more apparent upon a perusal of the 15 
following specification taken in conjunction with the ac- 
companying drawings wherein: 
FIG. 1 is a partial cross-sectional view of a preferred 
embodiment of the invention; 
FIG. 2 is a partial plan view of the embodiment shown 20 
in FIG. 1 with a cut-away segment in cross-section; 
FIG. 3 is an illustration of a light diffraction pattern 
created by a circular optical aperture; and 
FIG. 4 is a schematic illustration of other rib config- 
urations suitable for the mirror embodiment shown in 25 
FIGS. 1 and 2. 
Referring now to FIGS. 1 and 2, there is shown the 
mirror 11 including the front plate 12 having the out- 
wardly disposed reflective mirror surface 13 and the op- 
positely directed support surface 14. Attached to the sup- 30 
port surface 14 is the support cage 15 comprising the 
back plate 16 and the plurality of hollow cylindrical sup- 
port elements 17. The support elements 17 are perpen- 
dicular to and join the spaced apart and parallel front 
and back plates 12 and 16. Structural stability is pro- 35 
vided by the hollow cylindrical rib members 18 uni- 
formly distributed between adjacent support elements 17 
and having side wall portions attached thereto. 
In a preferred embodiment of the invention, the front 
plate 12 and the various components comprising the 40 
support cage 15 all are formed from a common material 
having suitable optical properties such as quartz glass. 
The various pieces can then be fused at  their joints to 
form the integral mirror structure 11. It will be ap- 
preciated that other well known materials also can be 45 
used or that individual parts of a given unit can be 
formed of dissimilar materials. However, in the lat- 
ter case, materials having relatively low or substantially 
equal coefficients of thermal expansion would preferably 
be selected. In this way, the danger of destructive frac- 50 
ture due to thermal stress is minimized. 
As shown in FIG. 2, the cylindrical support elements 
17 engage the support surface 14 along continuous spaced 
apart contact paths 21 which are concentric with the 
optical axis 22 of the reflective surface 113. Furthermore, 55 
as shown in FIG. 1, the cylindrical rib members 18 are 
spaced from the support surface 84. Thus, all stresses 
exerted on the front plate 12 by the support cage IS are 
applied along the contact paths 21. These stresses slightly 
deflect the reflective surface 12 forming deformations 60 
corresponding in position to  the contact paths 21. 
The circular concentric deformation pattern formed 
by the support cage 15 qualitatively matches the light 
diffraction pattern shown in FIG. 3. This is a typical dif- 
fraction pattern for a circular optical aperture. Because 65 
of the similarity between the reflective surface deforma- 
tion and the aperture created Wracted light pattern, any 
image distortion produced by the reflective surface 13 is 
relatively harmless. Accordingly, an optical image of 
high quality can be obtained. 70 
The optical mirror 11 is adapted for support by the 
mounting elements 24 shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. The aper- 
tures 25 in the back plate 16 accommodate the leg ele- 
nients 24 which terminate with adjustable ball joint as- 
semblies 26. Retaining the ball joint assemblies 26 are 75 
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the hollow cylinders 27 having outer surfaces secured 
to inner surfaces of certain rib members 18. Additional 
orifices 28 in the back plate 16 prevent establishment of 
pressure differentials across the walls forming the annular 
chambers 29. 
Because the support cage 15 is not an absolutely rigid 
structure, it will experience a certain amount of distortion 
subject to the forces applied by the mounting elements 
24. This distortion can in turn produce reflective surface 
13 deflections which do not correspond with the concen- 
tric, circular deformation pattern created by the contact 
paths 21. Naturally, such a result would introduce harm- 
ful image distortion in a concentric, circular diffraction 
pattern such as that shown in FIG. 3. 
To prevent disruption of the desired mirror surface 
deformation pattern, the positions of contact between 
the mounting elements 24 and the support cage 15 are 
strategically chosen so as also to produce circular con- 
centric deformation of the mirror surface 13. As shown 
in FIG. 2, the mounting elements 24 are so disposed 
that lines joining most closely adjacent regions of contact 
31 between the mounting elements 24 and support cage 
315 form geometric polygons and lie along circles con- 
centric with the optical axis 22 of the mirror surface 83. 
Because of this arrangement, the forces applied by the 
mounting elements 24 induce distortion of the support 
cage 15 along circularly concentric paths corresponding to 
the concentric circles defined by the contact regions 28. 
Accordingly, the mounting elements 24 do not produce 
any reflective surface 13 deflection having a radial com- 
ponent which would introduce harmful distortion in a 
circularly concentric diffraction pattern of the type shown 
in FIG. 3. 
Although the illustrated mirror structure is preferred 
for the many optical system which employ circular aper- 
tures, it will be appreciated that other mirror configura- 
tions can be used with other aperture types. For example, 
with elliptical apertures, elliptically shaped support ele- 
ments could be substituted and the positions of the con- 
tact regions 31 modified so as to lie along a family of 
ellipses concentric with the optical aperture 22. Similarly, 
when using rectangularly shaped apertures, one could 
employ parallel to the mirror edges aligned support ele- 
ments that would form a mirror surface deformation pat- 
tern comprising radially disposed deformations extending 
symmetrically from the optical axis 22. Such a deforma- 
tion pattern would qualitatively match the diffraction 
pattern produced by a rectangular aperture. Similar de- 
formation pattern matches could be produced for still 
other types of diffraction patterns. 
Obviously, many modifications and variations of the 
present invention are possible in light of the above teach- 
ings. For example, the circular cylindrical ribs $8 can be 
replaced by ribs of other geometrical types including 
those shown in FIG. 4. It  is, therefore, to be understood 
that within the scope of the appended claims the invention 
can be practiced otherwise than as specifically described. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An optical mirror comprising a front plate having an 
outwardly disposed reflective surface adapted t o  receive 
and reflect light and a rear support surface, a mirror 
support cage comprising a back plate disposed adjacent 
said support surface and a plurality of concentric annular 
support elements connecting said support surface and 
said back plate, each of said plurality of support elements 
engaging said support surface along a continuous annular 
contact path, and wherein said contact paths form in 
projection a plurality of spaced apart, substantially con- 
centric closed plane curves, a plurality of mounting ele- 
ments connected to discrete contact regions of said sup- 
port cage, and wherein said contact regions are so dis- 
posed that lines joining most closely adjacent contact 
regions form a plurality of annularly uniform, non-inter- 
secting and substantially concentric geometric curves, said 
closed plane curves and said geometric curves being con- 
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centric with the optical axis of said reflective surface, said 6.  An optical mirror according to clam 5 wherein sard 
closed plane curves being circular and said most closely closed plane curves are circular and concentrrc with the 
adjacent contact regions lying on circles concentric with optical axis of said reflective surface. 
said optical axis, said support cage including a plurality 7. An optical mirror according to claim 6 wherein said 
of rib members connected between adjacent ones of said annular support elements comprise hollow concentric 
annular support elements and recessed from said support cylinders. 
surface, said mounting elements projecting through aper- 8. An optical mirror according to claim 7 ~"rerenr said 
tures in said back plate and attached to said rib members. rib members comprise hollow cylinders hav~r-ig side waE: 
2. An optical mirror according to claim 1 wherein said portions engaging adjacent wall surfaces of said hoilow 
annular support elements comprise hollow concentric 10 cylindrical support elements. 
cylinders. 
3. An optical mirror according to claim 2 wherein said 
rib members comprise hollow cylinders having side wall 
portions engaging adjacent wall surfaces of said hollow 
cylindrical support elements. 15 
4. An optical mirror according to claim 3 wherein said 
mounting elements comprise cylindrical terminal portions 
which are accommodated by inner surfaces of said hollow 
cylindrical rib members. 20 5. An optical mirror according to claim 1 wherein said 
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